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Change is the way of this world
 Let us remember history of our world and what has changed in Let us remember history of our world and what has changed in Let us remember history of our world and what has changed in Let us remember history of our world and what has changed in 
the worldthe worldthe worldthe world
 GrecoGrecoGrecoGreco----Persian WarsPersian WarsPersian WarsPersian Wars

 Alexander The GreatAlexander The GreatAlexander The GreatAlexander The Great

 PaxPaxPaxPax RomanaRomanaRomanaRomana

 Mongol EmpireMongol EmpireMongol EmpireMongol Empire

 Black Death in EuropeBlack Death in EuropeBlack Death in EuropeBlack Death in Europe

 The RenaissanceThe RenaissanceThe RenaissanceThe Renaissance

 The Gutenberg printing machineThe Gutenberg printing machineThe Gutenberg printing machineThe Gutenberg printing machine

 The Industrial RevolutionThe Industrial RevolutionThe Industrial RevolutionThe Industrial Revolution

 World WarsWorld WarsWorld WarsWorld Wars

 Moon landing ( if you believe it happened, you flat Earth people Moon landing ( if you believe it happened, you flat Earth people Moon landing ( if you believe it happened, you flat Earth people Moon landing ( if you believe it happened, you flat Earth people  ))))

 …………

 And yes…there is a little thing like evolution And yes…there is a little thing like evolution And yes…there is a little thing like evolution And yes…there is a little thing like evolution 



Who am I?

 www.linkedin.com/in/josipsaban

 Ask Google 

 jsaban@erstebank.com 

 josipsaban@gmail.com 



Today we do NOT…

 Make a DWH workshopMake a DWH workshopMake a DWH workshopMake a DWH workshop

 Talk about „fancy” new PM, bug tracking, source Talk about „fancy” new PM, bug tracking, source Talk about „fancy” new PM, bug tracking, source Talk about „fancy” new PM, bug tracking, source 
control…technologycontrol…technologycontrol…technologycontrol…technology

 Talk about how role of DWH is not understood in your Talk about how role of DWH is not understood in your Talk about how role of DWH is not understood in your Talk about how role of DWH is not understood in your 
companycompanycompanycompany
 Things are rapidly changingThings are rapidly changingThings are rapidly changingThings are rapidly changing…………

 …Which is not that good sometimes…Which is not that good sometimes…Which is not that good sometimes…Which is not that good sometimes



This is not a topic of this lecture



This is NOT a technical lecture

 But you should have in placeBut you should have in placeBut you should have in placeBut you should have in place
 Project management software and CULTURE how to use itProject management software and CULTURE how to use itProject management software and CULTURE how to use itProject management software and CULTURE how to use it

 Source code software and CULTURE how to use itSource code software and CULTURE how to use itSource code software and CULTURE how to use itSource code software and CULTURE how to use it

 Ticketing system and CULTURE how to use itTicketing system and CULTURE how to use itTicketing system and CULTURE how to use itTicketing system and CULTURE how to use it

 Data modelling tools and STANDARD how to use itData modelling tools and STANDARD how to use itData modelling tools and STANDARD how to use itData modelling tools and STANDARD how to use it

 Office package for communication and DESIRE to use itOffice package for communication and DESIRE to use itOffice package for communication and DESIRE to use itOffice package for communication and DESIRE to use it

 …………



What DO we talk about?

 Propose methods and culturePropose methods and culturePropose methods and culturePropose methods and culture that needs tothat needs tothat needs tothat needs to be put in place, be put in place, be put in place, be put in place, 
BEFORE the implementation part of the project startsBEFORE the implementation part of the project startsBEFORE the implementation part of the project startsBEFORE the implementation part of the project starts, as a , as a , as a , as a 
way to minimize impact of sudden requirement changesway to minimize impact of sudden requirement changesway to minimize impact of sudden requirement changesway to minimize impact of sudden requirement changes

 These are easyThese are easyThese are easyThese are easy----totototo----implement rules, but people forget them implement rules, but people forget them implement rules, but people forget them implement rules, but people forget them 
and take shortcutsand take shortcutsand take shortcutsand take shortcuts

 You should have heard about all of these things beforeYou should have heard about all of these things beforeYou should have heard about all of these things beforeYou should have heard about all of these things before



Note about job titles

 Most „junior something” jobs do not existMost „junior something” jobs do not existMost „junior something” jobs do not existMost „junior something” jobs do not exist
 Junior project manager/managerJunior project manager/managerJunior project manager/managerJunior project manager/manager

 Junior „something” analystJunior „something” analystJunior „something” analystJunior „something” analyst

 …………

 There are „assistants” to expertsThere are „assistants” to expertsThere are „assistants” to expertsThere are „assistants” to experts

 But today we haveBut today we haveBut today we haveBut today we have
 HackerHackerHackerHacker----inininin----Residence, Ninja, Digital Prophet, …Residence, Ninja, Digital Prophet, …Residence, Ninja, Digital Prophet, …Residence, Ninja, Digital Prophet, …

 Illumination managersIllumination managersIllumination managersIllumination managers

 These people cannot make process changes These people cannot make process changes These people cannot make process changes These people cannot make process changes –––– they didn’t they didn’t they didn’t they didn’t 
see what does NOT worksee what does NOT worksee what does NOT worksee what does NOT work



DWH general role DESCRIPTIONS

Role descriptionRole descriptionRole descriptionRole description „Junior” position„Junior” position„Junior” position„Junior” position existsexistsexistsexists

Technical architect/Enterprise architect No

Business analyst Very strong maybe

Project manager No

Developer Yes

Test Yes

Operations Yes

Evangelist – very special function No

 Number of years in company ( very often ) does NOT mean Number of years in company ( very often ) does NOT mean Number of years in company ( very often ) does NOT mean Number of years in company ( very often ) does NOT mean 
capability for „higher positions” capability for „higher positions” capability for „higher positions” capability for „higher positions” –––– you just got more you just got more you just got more you just got more 
proficient at bad practicesproficient at bad practicesproficient at bad practicesproficient at bad practices



Universal DWH truths

 Most businessMost businessMost businessMost business users do not care how your DWH works users do not care how your DWH works users do not care how your DWH works users do not care how your DWH works ––––
they just want outputsthey just want outputsthey just want outputsthey just want outputs you promisedyou promisedyou promisedyou promised

 Most important/fancy reports are produced by small Most important/fancy reports are produced by small Most important/fancy reports are produced by small Most important/fancy reports are produced by small 
amount of data…but most of invisible „shit work” is already amount of data…but most of invisible „shit work” is already amount of data…but most of invisible „shit work” is already amount of data…but most of invisible „shit work” is already 
donedonedonedone

 This also ( sometimes )This also ( sometimes )This also ( sometimes )This also ( sometimes ) produces a new form ofproduces a new form ofproduces a new form ofproduces a new form of IT culture IT culture IT culture IT culture ––––
creation of IT silo departments in business unitscreation of IT silo departments in business unitscreation of IT silo departments in business unitscreation of IT silo departments in business units



When the trouble starts?

 You have your specificationsYou have your specificationsYou have your specificationsYou have your specifications

 You understand everything you need to doYou understand everything you need to doYou understand everything you need to doYou understand everything you need to do

 You have a planned timeline for development/testingYou have a planned timeline for development/testingYou have a planned timeline for development/testingYou have a planned timeline for development/testing

 You have a planned deployment dateYou have a planned deployment dateYou have a planned deployment dateYou have a planned deployment date ( deadline ( deadline ( deadline ( deadline  ))))

 And then…phone ringsAnd then…phone ringsAnd then…phone ringsAnd then…phone rings

 Your favorite business userYour favorite business userYour favorite business userYour favorite business user does one of three thingsdoes one of three thingsdoes one of three thingsdoes one of three things::::
 Tells you he „forgot something SMALL but he really needs it”Tells you he „forgot something SMALL but he really needs it”Tells you he „forgot something SMALL but he really needs it”Tells you he „forgot something SMALL but he really needs it”

 Tells you he „forgot something BIG but he really needs it”Tells you he „forgot something BIG but he really needs it”Tells you he „forgot something BIG but he really needs it”Tells you he „forgot something BIG but he really needs it”

 He found an error in specificationsHe found an error in specificationsHe found an error in specificationsHe found an error in specifications



Tip 1 - „Customer is always right”

 Buyer can be persuaded to other opinionsBuyer can be persuaded to other opinionsBuyer can be persuaded to other opinionsBuyer can be persuaded to other opinions
 For that you need either „political power” or established trustFor that you need either „political power” or established trustFor that you need either „political power” or established trustFor that you need either „political power” or established trust

 Never use power if trust is possibleNever use power if trust is possibleNever use power if trust is possibleNever use power if trust is possible



 To get customer/business user trust you need to constantly To get customer/business user trust you need to constantly To get customer/business user trust you need to constantly To get customer/business user trust you need to constantly 
give him small outputs, increasing them in time to make give him small outputs, increasing them in time to make give him small outputs, increasing them in time to make give him small outputs, increasing them in time to make 
him a „believer”him a „believer”him a „believer”him a „believer”

 Customer is NOT always right, no single person or „side” is Customer is NOT always right, no single person or „side” is Customer is NOT always right, no single person or „side” is Customer is NOT always right, no single person or „side” is 
always right always right always right always right 
 Only doing work that is beneficial to planned project goals is Only doing work that is beneficial to planned project goals is Only doing work that is beneficial to planned project goals is Only doing work that is beneficial to planned project goals is 
beneficialbeneficialbeneficialbeneficial

Tip 1 - „Customer is always right”



Tip 2 - Newest technology is not always the best

 First First First First –––– you have to pay for it, which adds to costs of a new you have to pay for it, which adds to costs of a new you have to pay for it, which adds to costs of a new you have to pay for it, which adds to costs of a new 
projectprojectprojectproject

 Second Second Second Second –––– you know ( or…should know ) your old technology you know ( or…should know ) your old technology you know ( or…should know ) your old technology you know ( or…should know ) your old technology 
in depth in depth in depth in depth 

 Best case solution Best case solution Best case solution Best case solution –––– do a MVP/first version on old do a MVP/first version on old do a MVP/first version on old do a MVP/first version on old 
technology, but do initialtechnology, but do initialtechnology, but do initialtechnology, but do initial business case that allows, after a business case that allows, after a business case that allows, after a business case that allows, after a 
successful first phasesuccessful first phasesuccessful first phasesuccessful first phase,,,, implementation of something newimplementation of something newimplementation of something newimplementation of something new
 Introduce new stuff in phases, don’t ever do „big bang” projectsIntroduce new stuff in phases, don’t ever do „big bang” projectsIntroduce new stuff in phases, don’t ever do „big bang” projectsIntroduce new stuff in phases, don’t ever do „big bang” projects



Tip 3 – ALWAYS overestimate



 ALWAYS say that it will take longer than you think initiallyALWAYS say that it will take longer than you think initiallyALWAYS say that it will take longer than you think initiallyALWAYS say that it will take longer than you think initially
 Because it will Because it will Because it will Because it will 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parkinson%27s_lawhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parkinson%27s_lawhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parkinson%27s_lawhttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parkinson%27s_law

 Don’t forget the project management triangle Don’t forget the project management triangle Don’t forget the project management triangle Don’t forget the project management triangle ---- time, resources time, resources time, resources time, resources 
and price need to be overestimatedand price need to be overestimatedand price need to be overestimatedand price need to be overestimated

 Don’t ever „gold plate”, even if you think you have resourcesDon’t ever „gold plate”, even if you think you have resourcesDon’t ever „gold plate”, even if you think you have resourcesDon’t ever „gold plate”, even if you think you have resources
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_plating_(software_engineering)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_plating_(software_engineering)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_plating_(software_engineering)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_plating_(software_engineering)

 If it is not in a project plan, it is NOT done, it is unprofessional to your If it is not in a project plan, it is NOT done, it is unprofessional to your If it is not in a project plan, it is NOT done, it is unprofessional to your If it is not in a project plan, it is NOT done, it is unprofessional to your 
team and project sponsorteam and project sponsorteam and project sponsorteam and project sponsor

 That doesn’t mean you can do internal small project or just play a good That doesn’t mean you can do internal small project or just play a good That doesn’t mean you can do internal small project or just play a good That doesn’t mean you can do internal small project or just play a good 
game of StarCraft if you have extra time game of StarCraft if you have extra time game of StarCraft if you have extra time game of StarCraft if you have extra time 

 Extra time is defined as time AFTER successful deployment to productionExtra time is defined as time AFTER successful deployment to productionExtra time is defined as time AFTER successful deployment to productionExtra time is defined as time AFTER successful deployment to production

Tip 3 – ALWAYS overestimate



Tip 4 – never trust specifications



Tip 4 – never trust specifications

 Specifications usually cover only a part of what will beSpecifications usually cover only a part of what will beSpecifications usually cover only a part of what will beSpecifications usually cover only a part of what will be end end end end 
requirementsrequirementsrequirementsrequirements
 Don’t ever play blame war, just accept it Don’t ever play blame war, just accept it Don’t ever play blame war, just accept it Don’t ever play blame war, just accept it 

 Of course, it is totally fine to charge them more for changes in scope Of course, it is totally fine to charge them more for changes in scope Of course, it is totally fine to charge them more for changes in scope Of course, it is totally fine to charge them more for changes in scope 

 Lead project formally, document everything and don’t hate Lead project formally, document everything and don’t hate Lead project formally, document everything and don’t hate Lead project formally, document everything and don’t hate 
meetings meetings meetings meetings –––– they are NOT there to solve problems but to they are NOT there to solve problems but to they are NOT there to solve problems but to they are NOT there to solve problems but to 
formalize problem EXISTANCEformalize problem EXISTANCEformalize problem EXISTANCEformalize problem EXISTANCE
 If you miss daIf you miss daIf you miss daIf you miss datttta a a a –––– make a meetingmake a meetingmake a meetingmake a meeting

 If you miss business logic If you miss business logic If you miss business logic If you miss business logic –––– make a meetingmake a meetingmake a meetingmake a meeting

 If you are asked something on the phone and you are unsure If you are asked something on the phone and you are unsure If you are asked something on the phone and you are unsure If you are asked something on the phone and you are unsure –––– make a make a make a make a 
meetingmeetingmeetingmeeting

 Meetings can be online or „classic”, but they have to be Meetings can be online or „classic”, but they have to be Meetings can be online or „classic”, but they have to be Meetings can be online or „classic”, but they have to be 
documented documented documented documented –––– what is not written and „signed” is not in scopewhat is not written and „signed” is not in scopewhat is not written and „signed” is not in scopewhat is not written and „signed” is not in scope



Tip 5 – organize team „by the book”

 https://analytics.ncsu.edu/sesug/2004/TU01https://analytics.ncsu.edu/sesug/2004/TU01https://analytics.ncsu.edu/sesug/2004/TU01https://analytics.ncsu.edu/sesug/2004/TU01----Brown.pdfBrown.pdfBrown.pdfBrown.pdf

 http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/~bruckner/pubs/amcis2002_http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/~bruckner/pubs/amcis2002_http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/~bruckner/pubs/amcis2002_http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/~bruckner/pubs/amcis2002_
managing_requirements.pdfmanaging_requirements.pdfmanaging_requirements.pdfmanaging_requirements.pdf

 There is NO SUBSTITUTE for this ( in general There is NO SUBSTITUTE for this ( in general There is NO SUBSTITUTE for this ( in general There is NO SUBSTITUTE for this ( in general  ))))



Tip 5 – organize team „by the book”

 Change management is part of PM methodology, but that is Change management is part of PM methodology, but that is Change management is part of PM methodology, but that is Change management is part of PM methodology, but that is 
not enough not enough not enough not enough –––– you have to define it from beginning and you have to define it from beginning and you have to define it from beginning and you have to define it from beginning and 
never deviate never deviate never deviate never deviate 
 If you do it only once as a „favor”, it will set a new bad standardIf you do it only once as a „favor”, it will set a new bad standardIf you do it only once as a „favor”, it will set a new bad standardIf you do it only once as a „favor”, it will set a new bad standard

 Standard processStandard processStandard processStandard process ( project management side )( project management side )( project management side )( project management side )
 A request to make a change to the project is receivedA request to make a change to the project is receivedA request to make a change to the project is receivedA request to make a change to the project is received

 Update the change logUpdate the change logUpdate the change logUpdate the change log

 Assess the priority of the change requestAssess the priority of the change requestAssess the priority of the change requestAssess the priority of the change request

 Assess the change ( not the same as bullet before! )Assess the change ( not the same as bullet before! )Assess the change ( not the same as bullet before! )Assess the change ( not the same as bullet before! )

 Decide the course of action: approve or reject the change requestDecide the course of action: approve or reject the change requestDecide the course of action: approve or reject the change requestDecide the course of action: approve or reject the change request



Tip 5 – organize team „by the book”

 If you don’t have authority to reject or approve change If you don’t have authority to reject or approve change If you don’t have authority to reject or approve change If you don’t have authority to reject or approve change 
request…you have problems request…you have problems request…you have problems request…you have problems 

 Also, there are projects which don’t implement formal Also, there are projects which don’t implement formal Also, there are projects which don’t implement formal Also, there are projects which don’t implement formal 
change management procedures with a comment … „we change management procedures with a comment … „we change management procedures with a comment … „we change management procedures with a comment … „we 
will solve it if and when they come”…will solve it if and when they come”…will solve it if and when they come”…will solve it if and when they come”…



Process of controlling and managing change

 How to do it in practiceHow to do it in practiceHow to do it in practiceHow to do it in practice ( ( ( ( SDLC, IT sideSDLC, IT sideSDLC, IT sideSDLC, IT side ))))
 Change propositionChange propositionChange propositionChange proposition

 Defining the summary of the impactDefining the summary of the impactDefining the summary of the impactDefining the summary of the impact

 Decision making regarding the proposed changeDecision making regarding the proposed changeDecision making regarding the proposed changeDecision making regarding the proposed change

 Implementing the changeImplementing the changeImplementing the changeImplementing the change

 Closing the change post implementation and Closing the change post implementation and Closing the change post implementation and Closing the change post implementation and PROPERPROPERPROPERPROPER testingtestingtestingtesting



Tip 6 – risk management plan

 PLEASE have a risk management/treatment plan in place PLEASE have a risk management/treatment plan in place PLEASE have a risk management/treatment plan in place PLEASE have a risk management/treatment plan in place 
and make it a part of change management processand make it a part of change management processand make it a part of change management processand make it a part of change management process
 It is vital to the successful analysis and implementation of a changeIt is vital to the successful analysis and implementation of a changeIt is vital to the successful analysis and implementation of a changeIt is vital to the successful analysis and implementation of a change

 The risk treatment plan helps the project stakeholders and The risk treatment plan helps the project stakeholders and The risk treatment plan helps the project stakeholders and The risk treatment plan helps the project stakeholders and 
members to study the real impact of the change on the complete members to study the real impact of the change on the complete members to study the real impact of the change on the complete members to study the real impact of the change on the complete 
projectprojectprojectproject

 Dealing with change resistance Dealing with change resistance Dealing with change resistance Dealing with change resistance 
 By realizing the need for the change and by taking an open mindset By realizing the need for the change and by taking an open mindset By realizing the need for the change and by taking an open mindset By realizing the need for the change and by taking an open mindset 
towards all changes big and small that are inevitable in a longtowards all changes big and small that are inevitable in a longtowards all changes big and small that are inevitable in a longtowards all changes big and small that are inevitable in a long----term term term term 
projectprojectprojectproject



Tip 7 – make sure proper steps are in place

 Steps to ensure smooth Change Control processSteps to ensure smooth Change Control processSteps to ensure smooth Change Control processSteps to ensure smooth Change Control process
 A clear definition of the change requestA clear definition of the change requestA clear definition of the change requestA clear definition of the change request

 Submit and Review Change Request Submit and Review Change Request Submit and Review Change Request Submit and Review Change Request 

 Defining options and creating Response DocumentDefining options and creating Response DocumentDefining options and creating Response DocumentDefining options and creating Response Document

 Final DecisionFinal DecisionFinal DecisionFinal Decision

 Important note Important note Important note Important note –––– if we come to final step thenif we come to final step thenif we come to final step thenif we come to final step then
implementation of CR is NO LONGER an IT decisionimplementation of CR is NO LONGER an IT decisionimplementation of CR is NO LONGER an IT decisionimplementation of CR is NO LONGER an IT decision
 If there was a formal agreement of options, resources and timelineIf there was a formal agreement of options, resources and timelineIf there was a formal agreement of options, resources and timelineIf there was a formal agreement of options, resources and timeline

 IT „maybe” can prioritize CR for later ( if businessIT „maybe” can prioritize CR for later ( if businessIT „maybe” can prioritize CR for later ( if businessIT „maybe” can prioritize CR for later ( if business side agrees )side agrees )side agrees )side agrees )

 If IT cannot provide agreeIf IT cannot provide agreeIf IT cannot provide agreeIf IT cannot provide agree----upon service, than it is only internal IT upon service, than it is only internal IT upon service, than it is only internal IT upon service, than it is only internal IT 
problem and should be treated as suchproblem and should be treated as suchproblem and should be treated as suchproblem and should be treated as such



Tip 8 – always communicate

 If you cannot do something then it has to be communicated If you cannot do something then it has to be communicated If you cannot do something then it has to be communicated If you cannot do something then it has to be communicated 
to the clientto the clientto the clientto the client

 Also prioritizing change requests has to be done on regular Also prioritizing change requests has to be done on regular Also prioritizing change requests has to be done on regular Also prioritizing change requests has to be done on regular 
basis through some formal platformbasis through some formal platformbasis through some formal platformbasis through some formal platform

 Keeping customer out of the loop on purpose or not giving Keeping customer out of the loop on purpose or not giving Keeping customer out of the loop on purpose or not giving Keeping customer out of the loop on purpose or not giving 
him enough information on time to make an informed him enough information on time to make an informed him enough information on time to make an informed him enough information on time to make an informed 
decision is a sign of a lack of professionalism in IT decision is a sign of a lack of professionalism in IT decision is a sign of a lack of professionalism in IT decision is a sign of a lack of professionalism in IT 
department and is a very bad practicedepartment and is a very bad practicedepartment and is a very bad practicedepartment and is a very bad practice



Tip 9 – take care of your team

 Team is everything, no CR on a project is worth destroying Team is everything, no CR on a project is worth destroying Team is everything, no CR on a project is worth destroying Team is everything, no CR on a project is worth destroying 
your teamyour teamyour teamyour team

 Two primary impacts ( and signs of bad managers )Two primary impacts ( and signs of bad managers )Two primary impacts ( and signs of bad managers )Two primary impacts ( and signs of bad managers )
 Quality Quality Quality Quality 

 An unrealistic schedule may push the team to take shortcuts such as An unrealistic schedule may push the team to take shortcuts such as An unrealistic schedule may push the team to take shortcuts such as An unrealistic schedule may push the team to take shortcuts such as 
minimal testing, incomplete documentation and inadequate trainingminimal testing, incomplete documentation and inadequate trainingminimal testing, incomplete documentation and inadequate trainingminimal testing, incomplete documentation and inadequate training

 Team health Team health Team health Team health 

 Some managers believe they can drive their team 12 hours each day Some managers believe they can drive their team 12 hours each day Some managers believe they can drive their team 12 hours each day Some managers believe they can drive their team 12 hours each day 
and seven days each weekand seven days each weekand seven days each weekand seven days each week

 This can work for only a short timeThis can work for only a short timeThis can work for only a short timeThis can work for only a short time

 After that, the team may be present butAfter that, the team may be present butAfter that, the team may be present butAfter that, the team may be present but their productivity and work their productivity and work their productivity and work their productivity and work 
quality suffer greatlyquality suffer greatlyquality suffer greatlyquality suffer greatly ( ( ( ( except their motivation to go to online ads and except their motivation to go to online ads and except their motivation to go to online ads and except their motivation to go to online ads and 
look forlook forlook forlook for new workplaces new workplaces new workplaces new workplaces  ))))



Some DWH technology specifics

 Basic DWH technology issues do not change that muchBasic DWH technology issues do not change that muchBasic DWH technology issues do not change that muchBasic DWH technology issues do not change that much
 Configuration managementConfiguration managementConfiguration managementConfiguration management

 Automatic data quality checks on nonAutomatic data quality checks on nonAutomatic data quality checks on nonAutomatic data quality checks on non----business databusiness databusiness databusiness data

 Architecture topicsArchitecture topicsArchitecture topicsArchitecture topics

 ….….….….

 All this is not important to customer, these changes you All this is not important to customer, these changes you All this is not important to customer, these changes you All this is not important to customer, these changes you 
need to in parallel with business projects or plan them in need to in parallel with business projects or plan them in need to in parallel with business projects or plan them in need to in parallel with business projects or plan them in 
projectsprojectsprojectsprojects in advancein advancein advancein advance



More ideas?

 That’s about it That’s about it That’s about it That’s about it 
 More things can be implemented in other environments, but they More things can be implemented in other environments, but they More things can be implemented in other environments, but they More things can be implemented in other environments, but they 
will usually come down to will usually come down to will usually come down to will usually come down to some some some some modification of these rules and modification of these rules and modification of these rules and modification of these rules and 
proceduresproceduresproceduresprocedures



And you think it happened only to you?



Case Study 1 – Apple’s Copland operating system

 It is 1990s and Apple Computers where desperate, on the It is 1990s and Apple Computers where desperate, on the It is 1990s and Apple Computers where desperate, on the It is 1990s and Apple Computers where desperate, on the 
verge of bankruptcyverge of bankruptcyverge of bankruptcyverge of bankruptcy

 When Microsoft Windows 95 came out, it arrived with When Microsoft Windows 95 came out, it arrived with When Microsoft Windows 95 came out, it arrived with When Microsoft Windows 95 came out, it arrived with 
multitasking and dynamic memory allocationmultitasking and dynamic memory allocationmultitasking and dynamic memory allocationmultitasking and dynamic memory allocation
 NNNNeither of which was available in the existing Mac System 7either of which was available in the existing Mac System 7either of which was available in the existing Mac System 7either of which was available in the existing Mac System 7

 CoplandCoplandCoplandCopland was Apple's attempt to develop a new operating was Apple's attempt to develop a new operating was Apple's attempt to develop a new operating was Apple's attempt to develop a new operating 
system insystem insystem insystem in----househousehousehouse
 It actually begun in 1994, the new OS was intended to be released It actually begun in 1994, the new OS was intended to be released It actually begun in 1994, the new OS was intended to be released It actually begun in 1994, the new OS was intended to be released 
as System 8 in 1996as System 8 in 1996as System 8 in 1996as System 8 in 1996



Case Study 1 – Apple’s Copland operating system

 Copland's development could be the poster child for feature Copland's development could be the poster child for feature Copland's development could be the poster child for feature Copland's development could be the poster child for feature 
creepcreepcreepcreep
 As the new OS came to dominate resource allocation within Apple, As the new OS came to dominate resource allocation within Apple, As the new OS came to dominate resource allocation within Apple, As the new OS came to dominate resource allocation within Apple, 
project managers began protecting their fiefdoms by pushing for project managers began protecting their fiefdoms by pushing for project managers began protecting their fiefdoms by pushing for project managers began protecting their fiefdoms by pushing for 
their products to be incorporated into System 8their products to be incorporated into System 8their products to be incorporated into System 8their products to be incorporated into System 8

 Apple did manage to get one developers' release out in late 1996, Apple did manage to get one developers' release out in late 1996, Apple did manage to get one developers' release out in late 1996, Apple did manage to get one developers' release out in late 1996, 
but it was wildly unstable and did little to increase anyone's but it was wildly unstable and did little to increase anyone's but it was wildly unstable and did little to increase anyone's but it was wildly unstable and did little to increase anyone's 
confidence in the companyconfidence in the companyconfidence in the companyconfidence in the company

 Before another developer release could come out, Apple Before another developer release could come out, Apple Before another developer release could come out, Apple Before another developer release could come out, Apple 
made the decision to cancel Copland and look outside for made the decision to cancel Copland and look outside for made the decision to cancel Copland and look outside for made the decision to cancel Copland and look outside for 
its new operating systemits new operating systemits new operating systemits new operating system



Case Study 1 – Apple’s Copland operating system

 TTTThe outcome, of course, was the purchase of NeXT, which he outcome, of course, was the purchase of NeXT, which he outcome, of course, was the purchase of NeXT, which he outcome, of course, was the purchase of NeXT, which 
supplied thesupplied thesupplied thesupplied the technologytechnologytechnologytechnology that became OS Xthat became OS Xthat became OS Xthat became OS X
 Copland did not die in vainCopland did not die in vainCopland did not die in vainCopland did not die in vain

 Some of the technology seen in demos eventually turned up in OS XSome of the technology seen in demos eventually turned up in OS XSome of the technology seen in demos eventually turned up in OS XSome of the technology seen in demos eventually turned up in OS X

 And even before that, some Copland features wound up in System 8 And even before that, some Copland features wound up in System 8 And even before that, some Copland features wound up in System 8 And even before that, some Copland features wound up in System 8 
and 9, including a multithreaded Finder that provided something and 9, including a multithreaded Finder that provided something and 9, including a multithreaded Finder that provided something and 9, including a multithreaded Finder that provided something 
like true preemptive multitaskinglike true preemptive multitaskinglike true preemptive multitaskinglike true preemptive multitasking

 Lesson learnedLesson learnedLesson learnedLesson learned
 Project creep is a killerProject creep is a killerProject creep is a killerProject creep is a killer

 Keep your project's goals focusedKeep your project's goals focusedKeep your project's goals focusedKeep your project's goals focused



Case study 2 - Sainsbury's warehouse automation

 Sainsbury'sSainsbury'sSainsbury'sSainsbury's, the British supermarket giant, was determined , the British supermarket giant, was determined , the British supermarket giant, was determined , the British supermarket giant, was determined 
to install an automated fulfillment system in its Waltham to install an automated fulfillment system in its Waltham to install an automated fulfillment system in its Waltham to install an automated fulfillment system in its Waltham 
Point distribution center in EssexPoint distribution center in EssexPoint distribution center in EssexPoint distribution center in Essex
 Waltham Point was the distribution center for much of London and Waltham Point was the distribution center for much of London and Waltham Point was the distribution center for much of London and Waltham Point was the distribution center for much of London and 
southeast England, and the barcodesoutheast England, and the barcodesoutheast England, and the barcodesoutheast England, and the barcode----based fulfillment system based fulfillment system based fulfillment system based fulfillment system 
wouldwouldwouldwould increase efficiencyincrease efficiencyincrease efficiencyincrease efficiency and streamline operationsand streamline operationsand streamline operationsand streamline operations

 Serving as a primary source was a brand new data warehouse, built Serving as a primary source was a brand new data warehouse, built Serving as a primary source was a brand new data warehouse, built Serving as a primary source was a brand new data warehouse, built 
around new around new around new around new 6666Reporting Services and Integration Services on first Reporting Services and Integration Services on first Reporting Services and Integration Services on first Reporting Services and Integration Services on first 
„serious” Microsoft SQL Server capable of a production level DWH ( „serious” Microsoft SQL Server capable of a production level DWH ( „serious” Microsoft SQL Server capable of a production level DWH ( „serious” Microsoft SQL Server capable of a production level DWH ( 
2008 R2 )2008 R2 )2008 R2 )2008 R2 )

 If it worked, that isIf it worked, that isIf it worked, that isIf it worked, that is



Case study 2 - Sainsbury's warehouse automation

 Installed in 2011, the system promptly ran into what were Installed in 2011, the system promptly ran into what were Installed in 2011, the system promptly ran into what were Installed in 2011, the system promptly ran into what were 
then described as "horrendous" barcodethen described as "horrendous" barcodethen described as "horrendous" barcodethen described as "horrendous" barcode----reading errorsreading errorsreading errorsreading errors
 Regardless, in 2012 the company claimed the system was operating Regardless, in 2012 the company claimed the system was operating Regardless, in 2012 the company claimed the system was operating Regardless, in 2012 the company claimed the system was operating 
as intendedas intendedas intendedas intended

 Two years later, the entire project was scrapped, and Sainsbury's Two years later, the entire project was scrapped, and Sainsbury's Two years later, the entire project was scrapped, and Sainsbury's Two years later, the entire project was scrapped, and Sainsbury's 
wrote off £200 million in IT costs. (That's $265,335,000 calculated wrote off £200 million in IT costs. (That's $265,335,000 calculated wrote off £200 million in IT costs. (That's $265,335,000 calculated wrote off £200 million in IT costs. (That's $265,335,000 calculated 
by today's exchange rate, enough to buy a lot of groceries.)by today's exchange rate, enough to buy a lot of groceries.)by today's exchange rate, enough to buy a lot of groceries.)by today's exchange rate, enough to buy a lot of groceries.)

 Reason Reason Reason Reason –––– late project change in barcode reader which put different late project change in barcode reader which put different late project change in barcode reader which put different late project change in barcode reader which put different 
format of data in DWH that didn’t appear on test dataformat of data in DWH that didn’t appear on test dataformat of data in DWH that didn’t appear on test dataformat of data in DWH that didn’t appear on test data, , , , they they they they 
„thought” it worked as advertised so only minimal testing was done„thought” it worked as advertised so only minimal testing was done„thought” it worked as advertised so only minimal testing was done„thought” it worked as advertised so only minimal testing was done

 Lesson learnedLesson learnedLesson learnedLesson learned
 A square peg in a round hole won't fit any better as time goes onA square peg in a round hole won't fit any better as time goes onA square peg in a round hole won't fit any better as time goes onA square peg in a round hole won't fit any better as time goes on

 Put another way Put another way Put another way Put another way -------- problems that go unaddressed at rollout will only problems that go unaddressed at rollout will only problems that go unaddressed at rollout will only problems that go unaddressed at rollout will only 
get worse, not better, over timeget worse, not better, over timeget worse, not better, over timeget worse, not better, over time, , , , if you even find them in timeif you even find them in timeif you even find them in timeif you even find them in time



Case study 3 – Canada’s gun regulation system

 In June 1997,In June 1997,In June 1997,In June 1997, Electronic Data SystemsElectronic Data SystemsElectronic Data SystemsElectronic Data Systems and U.K.and U.K.and U.K.and U.K.----based SHL based SHL based SHL based SHL 
Systemhouse started work on a Canadian national firearm Systemhouse started work on a Canadian national firearm Systemhouse started work on a Canadian national firearm Systemhouse started work on a Canadian national firearm 
registration systemregistration systemregistration systemregistration system
 The original plan was for a modest IT project that would cost The original plan was for a modest IT project that would cost The original plan was for a modest IT project that would cost The original plan was for a modest IT project that would cost 
taxpayers only $2 milliontaxpayers only $2 milliontaxpayers only $2 milliontaxpayers only $2 million

 But then politics got in the wayBut then politics got in the wayBut then politics got in the wayBut then politics got in the way

 Pressure from the gun lobby and other interest groups resulted in Pressure from the gun lobby and other interest groups resulted in Pressure from the gun lobby and other interest groups resulted in Pressure from the gun lobby and other interest groups resulted in 
more than 1,000 change orders in just the first two yearsmore than 1,000 change orders in just the first two yearsmore than 1,000 change orders in just the first two yearsmore than 1,000 change orders in just the first two years

 The changes involved having to interface with the computer systems The changes involved having to interface with the computer systems The changes involved having to interface with the computer systems The changes involved having to interface with the computer systems 
of more than 50 agencies, and since that integration wasn't part of of more than 50 agencies, and since that integration wasn't part of of more than 50 agencies, and since that integration wasn't part of of more than 50 agencies, and since that integration wasn't part of 
the original contract, the government had to pay for all the extra the original contract, the government had to pay for all the extra the original contract, the government had to pay for all the extra the original contract, the government had to pay for all the extra 
workworkworkwork

 By 2001, the costs had ballooned to $688 million, including $300 By 2001, the costs had ballooned to $688 million, including $300 By 2001, the costs had ballooned to $688 million, including $300 By 2001, the costs had ballooned to $688 million, including $300 
million for supportmillion for supportmillion for supportmillion for support



Case study 3 – Canada’s gun regulation system

 By 2001, the annual maintenance costs alone were running $75 By 2001, the annual maintenance costs alone were running $75 By 2001, the annual maintenance costs alone were running $75 By 2001, the annual maintenance costs alone were running $75 
million a yearmillion a yearmillion a yearmillion a year

 A 2002 audit estimated that the program would wind up costing more A 2002 audit estimated that the program would wind up costing more A 2002 audit estimated that the program would wind up costing more A 2002 audit estimated that the program would wind up costing more 
than $1 billion by 2004 while generating revenue of only $140 million, than $1 billion by 2004 while generating revenue of only $140 million, than $1 billion by 2004 while generating revenue of only $140 million, than $1 billion by 2004 while generating revenue of only $140 million, 
giving rise to its nickname: "the billiongiving rise to its nickname: "the billiongiving rise to its nickname: "the billiongiving rise to its nickname: "the billion----dollar boondoggle„dollar boondoggle„dollar boondoggle„dollar boondoggle„

 The registry is still in operation and still a political football. Both the The registry is still in operation and still a political football. Both the The registry is still in operation and still a political football. Both the The registry is still in operation and still a political football. Both the 
Canadian Police Association and the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Canadian Police Association and the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Canadian Police Association and the Canadian Association of Chiefs of Canadian Police Association and the Canadian Association of Chiefs of 
Police have spoken in favor of it, while opponents argue that the Police have spoken in favor of it, while opponents argue that the Police have spoken in favor of it, while opponents argue that the Police have spoken in favor of it, while opponents argue that the 
money would be better spent otherwisemoney would be better spent otherwisemoney would be better spent otherwisemoney would be better spent otherwise

 Lesson learnedLesson learnedLesson learnedLesson learned
 Define your project scope and freeze specifications before the Define your project scope and freeze specifications before the Define your project scope and freeze specifications before the Define your project scope and freeze specifications before the 
requests for changes get out of hand.requests for changes get out of hand.requests for changes get out of hand.requests for changes get out of hand.



Case study 4 - Census Bureau's handheld units

 Back in 2006, the U.S. Census Bureau made a plan to use Back in 2006, the U.S. Census Bureau made a plan to use Back in 2006, the U.S. Census Bureau made a plan to use Back in 2006, the U.S. Census Bureau made a plan to use 
500,000 handheld devices 500,000 handheld devices 500,000 handheld devices 500,000 handheld devices -------- purchased from Harris Corp. purchased from Harris Corp. purchased from Harris Corp. purchased from Harris Corp. 
under a $600 million contract under a $600 million contract under a $600 million contract under a $600 million contract -------- to help automate the 2010 to help automate the 2010 to help automate the 2010 to help automate the 2010 
censuscensuscensuscensus
 Now, though, the cost has more than doubled, and their use is going Now, though, the cost has more than doubled, and their use is going Now, though, the cost has more than doubled, and their use is going Now, though, the cost has more than doubled, and their use is going 
to be curtailed in 2010 to be curtailed in 2010 to be curtailed in 2010 to be curtailed in 2010 -------- but the Census Bureau is moving ahead but the Census Bureau is moving ahead but the Census Bureau is moving ahead but the Census Bureau is moving ahead 
with the project anywaywith the project anywaywith the project anywaywith the project anyway

 During a rehearsal for the census conducted in the fall of 2007, During a rehearsal for the census conducted in the fall of 2007, During a rehearsal for the census conducted in the fall of 2007, During a rehearsal for the census conducted in the fall of 2007, 
according to the GAO, field staff found that the handheld devices according to the GAO, field staff found that the handheld devices according to the GAO, field staff found that the handheld devices according to the GAO, field staff found that the handheld devices 
froze or failed to retrieve mapping coordinatesfroze or failed to retrieve mapping coordinatesfroze or failed to retrieve mapping coordinatesfroze or failed to retrieve mapping coordinates

 Furthermore, multiple devices had the same identification number, Furthermore, multiple devices had the same identification number, Furthermore, multiple devices had the same identification number, Furthermore, multiple devices had the same identification number, 
which meant they would overwrite one another's datawhich meant they would overwrite one another's datawhich meant they would overwrite one another's datawhich meant they would overwrite one another's data

 OOOOf course, data gathered in central data warehouse was uselessf course, data gathered in central data warehouse was uselessf course, data gathered in central data warehouse was uselessf course, data gathered in central data warehouse was useless



Case study 4 - Census Bureau's handheld units

 After the rehearsal, a representative of After the rehearsal, a representative of After the rehearsal, a representative of After the rehearsal, a representative of MitreMitreMitreMitre Corp., which advises Corp., which advises Corp., which advises Corp., which advises 
the bureau on IT matters, brought notes to a meeting with the the bureau on IT matters, brought notes to a meeting with the the bureau on IT matters, brought notes to a meeting with the the bureau on IT matters, brought notes to a meeting with the 
bureau's representative that readbureau's representative that readbureau's representative that readbureau's representative that read::::

 It is not clear that the system will meet Census' operational needs and It is not clear that the system will meet Census' operational needs and It is not clear that the system will meet Census' operational needs and It is not clear that the system will meet Census' operational needs and 
quality goalsquality goalsquality goalsquality goals

 The final cost is unpredictableThe final cost is unpredictableThe final cost is unpredictableThe final cost is unpredictable

 Immediate, significant changes are required to rescue the programImmediate, significant changes are required to rescue the programImmediate, significant changes are required to rescue the programImmediate, significant changes are required to rescue the program

 However, the risks are so large considering the available time that we However, the risks are so large considering the available time that we However, the risks are so large considering the available time that we However, the risks are so large considering the available time that we 
recommend immediate development of contingency plans to revert to recommend immediate development of contingency plans to revert to recommend immediate development of contingency plans to revert to recommend immediate development of contingency plans to revert to 
paper operationspaper operationspaper operationspaper operations

 Lesson learnedLesson learnedLesson learnedLesson learned
 Have risk mitigation and contingency plans ready before they Have risk mitigation and contingency plans ready before they Have risk mitigation and contingency plans ready before they Have risk mitigation and contingency plans ready before they 
actually occuractually occuractually occuractually occur

 Paper is still king Paper is still king Paper is still king Paper is still king 



Summary

 Please use slides Please use slides Please use slides Please use slides 2222----22227777, so slides 2, so slides 2, so slides 2, so slides 28888----33338888 don’t happen on don’t happen on don’t happen on don’t happen on 
your projectsyour projectsyour projectsyour projects

 Always use best practices, when available, don’t invent hot Always use best practices, when available, don’t invent hot Always use best practices, when available, don’t invent hot Always use best practices, when available, don’t invent hot 
waterwaterwaterwater

 Don’t be stuck with best practices!Don’t be stuck with best practices!Don’t be stuck with best practices!Don’t be stuck with best practices!

 Make sure you did your preparation before starting project Make sure you did your preparation before starting project Make sure you did your preparation before starting project Make sure you did your preparation before starting project 
implementationimplementationimplementationimplementation

 Failure to communicate and tendency to hide things from Failure to communicate and tendency to hide things from Failure to communicate and tendency to hide things from Failure to communicate and tendency to hide things from 
project business owners is a clear path to project failureproject business owners is a clear path to project failureproject business owners is a clear path to project failureproject business owners is a clear path to project failure




